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probable that, while the suzerainty of China over Manchuria
will be confirmed by all parties, an autonomous administration
will be preserved and that Japan will be charged with, or will take
upon herself, the maintenance of law and order which the
Chinese Government seems quite incapable of maintaining.
When China has set her house in order and is competent to
administer the country herself, Manchuria may pass once more
under her direct control.
That the Japanese, as the Chinese often assert, desire to annex
the country is improbable. Japan's already preponderating
interests—so long as China respects them—are sufficient. She
can obtain all her raw material and foodstuffs from this rich
agricultural and mineral region and find markets for her manu-
factured products. Her efficiency in trade and the facilities
that the short sea passage provides suffice to give a privileged
position to her commerce. Nor can Japan look for an outlet in
Manchuria for her superfluous population, since experience has
already clearly demonstrated that the Japanese colonist cannot
compete with the thrifty Chinese agriculturist.
The sights of Mukden exhausted I continued my journey to
Korea. The railway, entirely under Japanese supervision and
management, is very efficiently run. There is every comfort
and every convenience, including an excellent observation car
which much adds to the traveller's enjoyment of the scenery.
The line runs amongst hills and wooded valleys, across large
rivers and little streams, through agricultural land and open
commons. Wherever cultivation is possible the Chinese have
settled. The stations are up to date, the officials alert and well
turned-out,
Seoul, or Keijo, as the Japanese call it, was reached the follow*
ing morning and I found, as had been the case at Mukden, a
large and comfortable hotel, installed and managed by the railway
company. The capital of Korea bears the stamp of a first-class
provincial city. Its main streets are wide, straight and well laid
out. Here and there are notable buildings in different styles of
modern architecture. One or two, particularly the great block
of Government Offices, are of fine proportions and classical
design. But between the superior edifices the streets are lined
with the small one-storied shops of the Koreans, in every state
of decay and disrepair, exhibiting for sale all the secondhand
and third-rate "junk " of local or foreign manufacture* Whole
streets seem to consist of hovels under unkempt roofs where are

